
Products needed for the Gatefold Easel Card : White Glitter Card , 1 bookmark sheet with plain panel or with a sentiment added to the bookmark, I large topper from the Flower section of the 

enchanted dreams cd , an embellishment sheet of butterflies printed on photo paper , 3 A4 sheets of Lilac stardream card  

Make an gatefold card in from an A4 piece lilac stardream card, place the large topper on the inside panel & cut 2 panels of glitter card for the inside gatefold edges and decorate with decoupaged 

butterflies 

To make the easel base cut an A5 piece of lilac card and another A5 shape but with a further 3cm tab ( this will have to be cut from portrait piece of A4 sheet of card ) so you can join the tab behind the 

A5 card . Fold the tab over and secure behind the A5 card to join the 2 pieces together. This could be made from a folded A3 sheet of card if you don`t want to join 2 pieces , fold the A3 sheet in half and 

cut across the middle of the card and you`ll have 2 folded bases 

Score the front of the card in half to give you the easel workings and mount the gatefold onto the bottom  

Section of the card as you would any easel cards 

 

 

   

 

  

   

Make an A5 gatefold card from an 

A4 sheet of card  

Add topper to inside panel  

Add glitter panels to the sides and 

decoupage butterflies. 

Cut to make an A5 piece of card 

Cut to make an A5 piece of card 

 

Make a 3cm tab which is folded and stuck behind 

the A5 card panel as in the picture before or use 

A3 folded card 

 

__________________________________________ 

  

Score at this half way point and 

apply the gatefold card to the 

shaded panel only 

 

To finish the card add a raised panel of glitter card on the inner 

card and another smaller strip piece with velvet ribbon around it  

to act as a stopper & using  foam tape to allow the easel gatefold 

panel to sit behind 

First photo the gatefold easel & the 2nd the closed gatefold front 

  


